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The owners, publishers, and agents of Top Gun Options are not liable for any losses or damages, monetary or
other that may result from the application of information contained within the live trading labs, website,
alerts, and/or newsletters. Within the suite of Top Gun Options products, we publish materials that meet
specific criteria representing characteristics associated with described options trading strategies. Individual
traders must do their own due diligence in analyzing featured options strategies to determine if they
represent a suitable opportunity. Top Gun Options and any of their agents, affiliates, representatives,
employees, principals, business associates or affiliates, partners or independent contractors are not
responsible for any losses or profits that may result from the application of information contained within a
live trading lab, website, trade alert, and/or newsletters. Under no circumstances, including, but not limited
to, negligence, shall Top Gun Options be liable for any special or consequential damages that result from the
use of, or the inability to use, the materials in this site, even if Top Gun Options or their authorized
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information provided.
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Tactics Quick Reference Guide

Blue = Bullish

Red = Bearish

Green = Neutral

Black = Mixed

Brown = Volatile

Primary Tactics
Tactic
Long Call
Long Put
Covered Call
Cash Secured Put
Protective Put

Strategic Mindset
Bullish
Bearish
Neutral to Bullish
Bearish to Bullish
Bullish

Debit or
Credit
Debit
Debit
Credit
Credit
Debit

Page
34
36
38
40
42

Intermediate Tactics
Tactic

Strategic Mindset

Synthetic Long Stock
Synthetic Short Stock
Short Call
Short Put
Bull Call Spread
Bear Call Spread
Bear Put Spread
Bull Put Spread
Call Calendar Spread
Put Calendar Spread
Collar

Bullish
Bearish
Bearish
Bullish
Bullish
Bearish
Bearish
Bullish
Neutral
Neutral
Moderately Bullish

Debit or
Credit
Either
Either
Credit
Credit
Debit
Credit
Debit
Credit
Debit
Debit
Either

Page
45
47
49
51
53
55
57
59
61
63
65
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Advanced Tactics
Tactic
Long Strangle
Short Strangle
Long Straddle
Short Straddle
Call Butterfly
Put Butterfly
Iron Butterfly
Broken Wing Call Butterfly
Broken Wing Put Butterfly
Condor with Calls
Condor with Puts
Iron Condor
Call Diagonal
Put Diagonal

Strategic
Mindset
Volatile
Neutral
Volatile
Volatile
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Bullish
Bearish
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral to
Bearish
Neutral to
Bullish

Debit or
Credit
Debit
Credit
Debit
Credit
Debit
Debit
Credit
Either
Either
Debit
Debit
Credit
Either
Either

Page
68
70
72
74
76
78
80
82
85
88
90
92
94
97
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Welcome
Options’ trading is combat and at Fox 3 Options, we know combat. We know the
Discipline it takes to survive, to manage risk when the stakes are the highest and to
execute complex plans in the most hostile of environments. This is how we approach
trading. We have experienced combat on all levels and managed risk in the deadliest of
environments. This is why we thrive on trading. It pits us against our foes, constantly
sharpens our sword and keeps us engaged in the global environment. We eat this stuff
up!
The Top Gun Options Pocket Checklist (OPCL) has its roots in United States Navy fighter
aviation and combat. Prior to starting Top Gun Options, the founders flew FA-18
Hornets for the United States Navy. Between us, we have accumulated over 8,000 hours
of flight time: many of those hours in actual combat. While we were flying the Hornet,
we all used and relied on our FA-18 Pocket Checklist (PCL). This was an invaluable
guide for planning missions, risk management, execution and handling any
emergencies. As we became prolific options traders, we realized that this type of tool
could be invaluable in the hands of an options trader. So here it is!
The OPCL is Put together to serve the same purpose for options’ traders as the FA-18
PCL does for fighter-pilots. The Options’ PCL provides planning tools, Risk Management
guidelines and execution methods for trading options. Within the OPCL are many
options tactics complete with planning and risk management guidelines. Some of the
terms in the OPCL may be new to you, that's because the terms have their roots in air
combat. Don’t worry; the Top Gun Options glossary will help you understand these
terms and their uses.
Discipline is critical to executing profitable trades consistently and it all starts with a
plan. A plan that outlines our reasons for entering a trade, the tactic we will use, how we
will manage the trade if it is going our way or not, and our exit plan. The Top Gun
Options Planning Checklist will do just that; it is a thorough and disciplined technique
for creating and executing a trade plan. With a good plan, it is much easier to take the
emotion out of trading. This enables us to make smarter business decisions when we
are under the pressure of market uncertainty.
Embedded in the plan are Risk Management guidelines. Before we enter trades, we
know when and how we are going to get out. We don’t play this by ear or on a
foundation of hope. This does not mean you cannot get out before reaching your limits,
but setting limits defines the boundaries. When we hit the limits, were are out…no
questions asked.
Whether you are a subscriber to our Trade Alert Service, new to options or an advanced
self-directed trader, the Top Gun Options OPCL will assist you in understanding,
building and executing a sound trade plan. Once you have nailed down the techniques
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presented in the OPCL it will become second nature. You will be able to look at any
potential trade opportunity, quickly analyze the quality of information and build an
executable plan in just a few minutes. The “Ways to Use the OPCL” will get you started,
but we are sure that you will quickly figure out your own ways to benefit from the OPCL.
So, go ahead dig in!
All the Best,
The Top Gun Options Team
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Ways to Use the OPCL
Using the OPCL
The OPCL is meant to guide traders through a systematic analysis, planning and
execution of option trades. There are several ways an individual can use the OPCL. We
will outline just a few methods here to get you started. You will quickly find the best
way to use the OPCL to support your own options trading goals. Here are a few
examples of questions you might ask yourself and where in the OPCL you will get your
answer:
I have no idea what to trade?
1. Select the Analysis Chapter
a. This tab will help you build an accurate picture of the current market, both
macro and micro, leading to active sectors. Within these sectors you are
likely to find companies to target or trade on the sector.
b. This tab will tell where the water is warm; it will ultimately be up to you to
figure out which pond to jump into.
I have a hot tip I want to check out?
1. Select the Analysis Chapter
a. This tab will help you determine if the tip is good or bad. It will guide you
through a fundamental, technical and volatility analysis of your tip.
b. This will allow you make your own determination if you want to jump into a
trade or not.
I want to trade but I don’t have a plan! Where do I start?
1. Select the Planning Chapter
a. This tab will guide you through a disciplined methodology for putting a trade
plan together, managing risk and developing an exit plan.
2. Select the Tactics Chapters
a. This chapter outlines all of the different option tactics including the planning,
risk guidelines and exit plans. You just have to add the numbers for you own
particular trade as laid out in the planning checklist.
What are my risk guidelines?
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1. Select the Tactics Chapters
a. Each of the options tactics provides risk guidelines for each particular trade.
b. These guidelines are our maximums. Each trader will have a different risk
tolerance and should adjust the plan to his or her personal limits.
What’s that word mean?
1. Select the Top Gun Options ’ Glossary
a. As you run across terms that are new to you, go to the Top Gun Options
glossary to define them.
b. We have adopted some of the terms and definitions we used flying fighters in
the Navy and applied them to trading options. We have done this because
they allow us to more clearly define our intentions and add clarity to our
trading.
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Analysis
Purpose: Provide a trader with a Discipline for Market, Fundamental, Technical and
Volatility Analysis.
Top Gun Options ultimately makes its final trade decisions based on volatility and astute
technical analysis. Like any endeavor, it is the work we put in prior to pulling the
trigger on a trade that greatly increases our probability of success and profits. A
disciplined, systematic approach to analyzing potential trades will Put actionable
information at our fingertips and provide sound decision-making.
Proper information is critical to success in the financial arena. How we get it, what we
do with it, and how it drives our decision-making. At Fox 3, we take a “big to small”
approach to gathering information. We start by building a mental picture of the current
macroeconomic climate, globally and domestically. This will drill us down to sectors
from which we can choose the appropriate targets that fit our trading goals, stocks,
indexes, ETF’s, etc. These can be bullish, bearish, neutral or volatile targets because we
can profit each way using options.
Once we have sorted out a target or two, taking a cursory look at the fundamentals of
each is our next step to confirming the “Strategic Mindset” we are building. We then
look at technical indicators to assist us in anticipating future performance of the
underlying target during our trade timeframe. Finally, we meld in the volatility analysis,
comparing implied volatility to historical volatility and to current state of the VIX (the
volatility measure of the S&P) into our trading decisions.
A disciplined approach to analysis develops what we call the “Big Picture”, and we
monitor daily. Monitoring the “Big Picture” allows us to maintain our “Situational
Awareness”, manage our “Strategic Mindset” and can lead to finding many profitable
opportunities. Let’s discuss “Situational Awareness” and “Strategic Mindset” before we
start building a discipline for analysis.
“Situational Awareness” or “SA” is simply the degree of accuracy with which our
perception of reality mirrors what is actually occurring. The more relevant and current
the information we have at our fingertips the higher our level of SA. It is important for
us as active traders to build and maintain our Situational Awareness. The higher we are
able to maintain our level of SA the more confidently we can challenge the assertions of
the market, draw our own conclusions and make smarter decision as to the best courses
of action. This is critical because we do not want to be mindless sheep following the
words of the talking heads on TV. We want to limit information sources that “drain” or
detract from our SA. Information overload is dangerous in the fast moving and hostile
markets.
Building and maintaining SA allows us to develop another important piece of our
trading puzzle…our “Strategic Mindset”. Our Strategic Mindset is our opinion as to the
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current trend of the financial arena or a particular stock. Strategic Mindset falls into one
of four categories: Bullish, Bearish, Neutral or Volatile. Our Strategic Mindset will drive
many of our observations and trading decisions. This does not mean that we cannot
take a contrarian’s view occasionally with our options positions. But when we do, our
justification must be sound and we manage the risk appropriately. Our Strategic
Mindset lets us view potential investment positions with an appropriate bias for the
current market. It also gives us a baseline to challenge our own market assertions and
judge all the information.
Once you a have built a disciplined system for analysis you will be able to maintain your
“SA” and manage your “Strategic Mindset” in just minutes every day. The analysis
checklists provided in the Options PCL will give you a sound approach to build a
disciplined analysis technique. They should also spark relevant questions and research
to support your personal trading objectives. The added benefit is that you will
consistently gain valuable knowledge of how different micro and macroeconomic forces
can influence the markets, your trades and, ultimately, increase your profits.
Staying up to date with Top Gun Options services and working with your Wingman
Coach will provide you with the most current strategies and tactics.
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Analysis: Macroeconomics
Purpose: To build a picture of the current macroeconomic environment, globally and
domestically.
Building and maintaining macroeconomic awareness –“Global SA”- of the financial
arena is important to our trading success. Given the leverage involved and the short
term of many options positions, global market events or concerns can have significant
impact on all markets and in turn, affect your positions regardless of your “Strategic
Mindset”. Staying tuned into the Big Picture can turn a potential losing circumstance
into profits with informed adjustments to your positions.
Always question the logic of your opinion, something we Call “Red Teaming”. Become
the enemy and think of yourself as being on the opposite side of a trade. “What is wrong
with your mindset?” “How can you lose?” “What are the weaknesses of your position?”
The checklist below is meant to give the trader a basic outline to start building a “Big
Picture”. It is not all-inclusive because each trader will have different objectives. It will
arm traders with enough information to effectively seek the information specific to their
own trading objectives.

Macroeconomic Analysis Checklist
1. Global Economy – Objective: Achieve a general sense of the global financial
situation.
a. How are the world markets performing, past and present within our
investment time horizon?
b. What is happening globally (politically, economically) that can affect our
current investment strategies and tactics?
c. What are the strong and weak currencies and how can they affect my
goals?
d. What is the prevailing sentiment on the world economy?
e. Are there any potential events on the horizon such as a sovereign debt
default or potential armed conflict?
2. Domestic Economy – Objective: Achieve a sense of the general direction and
sentiment of the domestic economy.
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a. Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and Gross National Product (GNP) growth
or retraction?
b. What is the employment situation? Trend?
c. What is the inflation situation? Trend?
d. What is the interest rate situation? Trend?
e. What is on the economic calendar and what should I be concerned with?
i.

Earnings.

ii.

FOMC Meetings.

iii.

Employment Figures.

iv.

Economic Indicators.

v.

Oil inventories.

vi.

Housing sector status.

vii.

Retail sector strength or weakness.

f. Sector rotation and current hot/cold sectors.
g. Volatility Trends (VIX)
.

Historical vs. Implied on the S&P 500.
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Analysis: Fundamentals
Purpose: Provide a guideline for basic fundamental analysis.
Many options traders pay little, if any, attention to the fundamentals of an underlying
asset and do just fine. At Top Gun Options we take a very simple look at the
fundamentals of a company because it builds our overall SA and improves our
processing of incoming information. We keep our analysis simple and can usually find
all we need using our brokers research tools on the internet. Our scan of the
fundamentals answers the following questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

In what kind of business is our target engaged?
Is the underlying target making money?
Can the underlying target pay its bills?
How does the underlying target compare within its sector?
What is the current sentiment on the underlying target?

The answer to these questions can be positive or negative. However, it really doesn’t
matter to us because good options traders can profit from any circumstance. Before we
enter into a trade, we want to determine whether the basic fundamentals support or
disprove the Strategic Mindset we are building. This also adds to our overall SA
allowing us to make better decisions before and after entering a trade.
Although fundamental analysis may be the primary tool of the buy and hold stock
investor, we have consistently found that understanding the basic fundamentals of the
company greatly assists in our decision-making. The following checklist is the
minimum required to build an awareness of a company’s fundamentals. As with
building a macroeconomic picture, this checklist will spark questions and further
research as required to achieve your personal trading goals, leading to better decisionmaking and more profits.
Fundamentals Checklist
1. In what kind of business is our target engaged?
a.
b.
c.
d.

What are the primary products and services?
Where do they do most of their business?
Who are the targets biggest clients?
What is the supply/demand picture for our targets product and services?

2. Is the target making money? – Our objective is to get a sense as to whether our target is
going to maintain its winning or losing ways, remain status quo or is it poised for a turn in
either direction.
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a. Price to Earnings Ratio (P/E Ratio) – current stock price / earnings per share.
i. A HIGH P/E ratio can indicate that the target is fundamentally strong OR it is
overvalued.
ii. A LOW P/E ratio can indicate that the target is fundamentally weak OR it is
undervalued.
b. Past Earnings Performance
i.

Has the target been meeting, beating or missing its forecast for the past year.

3. Can the target pay its bills? – Look at numbers from the most recent balance sheet and
determine general liquidity through the current ratio or acid test.
a. Current Ratio – Current Assets divided by Current Liabilities.
i.
ii.

A high ratio indicates the target can meet its debt obligations.
A ratio below one is a negative indicator.

b. Acid Test – (Current Assets minus Inventory) divided by Current Liabilities.
i.
ii.
iii.

This is a more conservative measure than current ratio because it excludes
inventories from the targets assets. Inventories are excluded because some
companies or industry groups may be slow in turning inventories into cash.
For service companies, the acid test and current ratio are usually the same
since service companies generally carry little or no inventory.
A ratio below 0.8 is a negative indicator.

4. How is the target doing relative to its industry sector?
a. Compare each of the ratios discussed above with those of other companies in the
sector.
i.
ii.

Are they in line, above or below the industry average?
Does our target appear to be a leader or a laggard?

5. What is the current sentiment on the target? – Our objective here is to get sense of the
mood surrounding the target, is it positive, negative, neutral, etc.
a. Analyst coverage.
i.
ii.

A stock with a lot of buy ratings indicates a positive sentiment.
A stock with a lot of sell ratings indicates negative sentiment.

b. Current News on the target.
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i.

WSJ, IBD, Financial Times, Barron’s, Bloomberg, CNBC, etc. These are
all good outlets for current and past news on our target.
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Analysis: Technicals
Purpose: Provide a guideline for actionable technical analysis.
Technical analysis is an additional aid when confirming our Strategic Mindset on our
targeted underlying. We determine our entry and exit points and model particular
options tactics to determine risk, reward and timeframe of a trade, helping us determine
the best tactic to employ. Technical analysis is as much art as it is science; the list below
is a logical sequence to get a good technical picture of the underlying target:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What is the overall trend of the underlying?
What are the immediate points of support and resistance?
Is the trend more likely to continue, or is it poised to reverse?
Regardless of our analysis, what are the next logical price targets?
What indicators are available to us to verify our expected price behavior?

Just like our fundamental look, the answer to these questions can be positive or
negative; this does not really matter to us because we can profit from any circumstance.
Understanding the technical drivers and price patterns adds to our overall SA allowing
us to make timely decisions when entering and exiting a trade based on our Strategic
Mindset. The technicals are essentially our point man for many aspects of our trading
decisions.
Technical analysis is an acquired skill and takes practice to understand the indicators
and build confidence in a system. Due to the short term of many options positions an
option trader needs to acquire a level of technical analysis skill and understand the
implications of the psychology of the market on an underlying target.
The following checklist and examples are intended to build an awareness of actionable
technical indicators. It is intended to guide a trader in choosing entry and exit point for
a given Strategic Mindset and also confirming a Strategic Mindset on an underlying
target.
Technical Checklist
1. What is the overall trend of the underlying?
a. What is the primary trend of the target?
i. Up trend?
ii. Down trend?
iii. No trend?
2. Is the target approaching support or resistance? – Our objective is to get a sense
as to whether the price of our target is at or near an area where prices might
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reverse. It also might be possible that there is "room to run" to the next price target
either up or down.
a. Support – Any price level where demand for the target is likely to increase.
i.
ii.

Polarity targets: prior areas of resistance now turned support.
Confluence: intersection of several polarity or levels.

b. Resistance – Any price level where supply of the target is likely to increase.
i.
ii.

Polarity targets: prior areas of support now turned resistance.
Confluence: intersection of several polarity levels.

3. Is the target trending or consolidating? – Look at current price action on both the
primary and secondary time frames and observe its immediate price history.
a. Trending – Target is either rising or falling, depending on trend.
i.
ii.

Steady: target is rising or falling in normal cadence to price
history.
Parabolic: target is rising or falling precipitously relative to price
history.

b. Consolidating – Target has paused, and awaits resolution in price action.
i.
ii.

Continuation: patterns that might foretell a likelihood of
continuing.
Reversal: patterns that might foretell a likelihood of reversal.

4. What is the current technical sentiment on the target? – Our objective here is to
get sense of the mood surrounding the target, is it positive, negative, neutral, etc.
a. Target Trending
i. Overall sentiment: observe target in either bullish or bearish mode.
ii. Immediate sentiment: look for target at or near support or resistance.
b. Target Extreme
i. Overall sentiment: observe target in transition from old to new trend.
ii. Immediate sentiment: target presenting divergence from past trend.
5. Is the target under or over achieving compared to the market and its industry
sector?
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a. Plot the relative strength of the target to the overall market.
i. Is the trend in relative strength rising or falling?
ii. Is that trend approaching a point of support or resistance?
b. Plot the relative strength of the target to its individual sector.
i.
ii.

Is the trend in relative strength rising or falling?
Is that trend approaching a point of support or resistance?
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Analysis: Volatility
Purpose: Ensure an understanding of Historical and Implied Volatility.
Implied Volatility (IV) is related to Historical Volatility (HV), however the two are
different. Historical Volatility is a direct measure of the movement of the underlying
targets price over recent history using historical price data. Implied Volatility, in
contrast, is set by the market price of the derivative contract itself, and not the
underlying target. Therefore, different derivative contracts on the same underlying
target have different implied volatilities. The definitions are as follows:
Historical Volatility: The standard deviation of past movements of the underlying
target.
Implied Volatility: What the options market is “implying” the volatility of the
underlying target will be in the future.
Implied volatility is a dynamic figure and changes based on supply and demand in the
market. The primary indicator for implied volatility of the markets is the VIX (Volatility
Index). The VIX measures the implied volatility of S&P 500 index options. When the
VIX is low it is an indication of less uncertainty in the markets. Conversely, when the
VIX is high it is an indication of more uncertainty in the market.
Circling back to supply and demand, many professional traders define implied volatility
as “Fear and Greed”. The more uncertainty that creeps into the market, the more fear
that is created for investors (large institutions and individuals) and investor demand for
protection (insurance) increases. This demand translates to the options market
through an increased demand for protective options tactics (i.e. Protective Puts or
Collars).
This added uncertainty leads to opportunity for speculative options traders. The high
level of “Fear and Greed” in the market greatly increases the demand for options and
drives up the price of premiums. So, options traders love volatility! Higher demand
means higher prices; simple supply and demand.
As uncertainty in the market subsides, fear subsides and investors are not demanding as
much insurance. Greed subsides because the opportunity for quick money decreases.
Therefore, the demand for options decreases and premium prices decrease.
This leads to a general options axiom about volatility: Buy when Implied Volatility is
Low and Sell when Volatility is High.
Historical and Implied Volatility Divergence
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A divergence in HV and IV is when HV declines and IV increase, or vice versa. This
creates opportunities for options traders. The classic example is earnings. If there is a
lot of disagreement (uncertainty) among analyst’s consensus, this can create a spike in
IV while HV remains unchanged. This uncertainty sometimes causes a reluctance to buy
or sell the stock, causing some consolidation and HV will reflect this by staying level or
declining. Options traders will scramble to buy options driving the premiums up. Once
the news is out, volatility subsides, causing premiums to decrease. An astute options
trader can take advantage these situations. There are countless events that can cause a
divergence in HV and IV, some of the most common include:
 Earnings
 Acquisitions
 Rumors
 Merger or talks of mergers
 Macro-economic or political events
 Company incidents
 Economic announcements
HV and IV divergence also cause a lot of angst among new options traders. A new
options trader may take a speculative position based on his or her own hunch about
earnings. If the decision was to buy an OTM Call without considering IV and they
inadvertently bought the option when IV was at its peak (most expensive): The newbie
trader could have been right on all accounts, earnings were good the stock popped a
little, but they could still lose money. This is because, immediately after earnings are
announced, uncertainty subsided and is followed very quickly by a large decrease in IV
causing a decrease in premium which results in a loss for the trader…even though they
were right!

Always Keep Implied Volatility in your Scan!
Volatility Checklist:
1. What is the overall market IV by looking at the VIX?
a. Is the market IV elevated?
i. Around its average or less than the average?
b. What macroeconomic factors are influencing the VIX?
2. Compare Historical Volatility to Implied Volatility to get a sense of the market
opinion and option prices.
a. What appears to be the average IV?
b. Where is IV compared to its average?
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c. If high, how much higher than average?
i. Is this high due to the overall market or news on the stock.
d. If low, how much lower than average?
i. Is this low due to the overall market or news on the stock?
e. How Vega hurts or helps us in the trade we are analyzing?
3. Bullish trending stocks tend to have average to lower IV.
4. Bearish trending stocks tend to have average to elevated IV.
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Planning
The most important trading floor for any trader, retail or professional, is the five-inch
trading floor between his or her ears. Having the ability to control emotions is critical to
making good decisions under pressure and ultimately, to trading success. It all comes
down to discipline.
At Top Gun Options, a quality trade plan is the foundation for our discipline in every
trade. A trade plan that lays out why we are entering a trade, the tactic employed, the
risk parameters, contingencies for the trade and our exit plan. This Puts our intentions
in black and white. We prefer to complete a trade plan before entering a trade, but we
sometimes complete one after pulling the trigger. If we enter a trade before completing
a plan, it is with an underlying we have experience trading and are comfortable with our
level of knowledge regarding the risk. Mentally, we will have outlined the justification,
measured the risk and possible outcomes. Immediately following execution we will
complete a written trade plan.
Written trade plans are an asset for any trader. It will keep you aligned with your
trading goals and keep you grounded when making trade management decisions. By
default it will increase your trading discipline by giving you deliberate steps and
guidelines for each trade. If you decide to diverge from your plan, you must have sound
reasoning and update your plan accordingly.
The planning guide provided in the OPCL accomplishes the level of awareness we want
going into every trade. It will allow a trader to meld in personal risk tolerance
parameters and contingency plans should these parameters be tested. It will clearly
state our profit goals and “Eject Criteria”. Eject Criteria is our “no questions asked” exit
parameters. When a trade hits our Eject Criteria we get out, lick our wounds and take
our lessons learned to our next trade. Finally, the planning guide lays out exactly how
we want to exit the trade.
In addition to the Top Gun Options planning guide, there are many different option
tactics within the OPCL. Each tactic page gives guidance on Commit Criteria,
recommended parameters for setting up a trade plan and recommended exit steps.
Once the planning system is understood, it will take no longer than five minutes to
complete.
Risk Management is embedded in every plan. Our number one goal with our Risk
Management is to preserve capital. The tactics guide gives good parameters for setting
maximum allowable risk when entering any of the trades. However, these are meant as
maximums, if you believe a trade is going to go against you or time is running out for the
trade to work, then simply exit that trade. There is no sense in waiting until you have
met your Eject Criteria.
Remember Warren Buffet's 2 rules for investing:
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Rule # 1: Don’t lose money.
Rule # 2: See rule # 1.
These rules apply as much to options as to any other investment. Given the leverage of
options and the speed that a position can turn ugly, don’t hesitate to get out of a trade if
you no longer can justify the original Commit Criteria.
Having a plan is the key to trade Discipline, Risk Management and Superior
Execution. This guide will take you there: build your plan, execute your plan, and make
more profits.
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Planning: The Planning Guide
Purpose: This planning guide is intended to give a trader a logical sequence for trade
planning. Reference the Top Gun Options ’ Glossary for specific terminology.
1. Target:
a. The underlying asset that is being considered.
2. Strategic Mindset.
a. Bullish, bearish, neutral or volatile.
b. Determined by fundamental analysis, technical analysis and volatility (VIX
and IV vs. HV).
3. Commit Criteria:
a. 1-3 sentences validating the choice of underlying asset as target given
current Strategic Mindset.
b. Indicate timeframe for expected underlying asset performance.
4. Tactic:
a. Tactic chosen that supports Commit Criteria and fits Risk Management plan.
5. Tactical Employment:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Tactical Employment
Net Credit or Debit Maximum
Profit Maximum
Risk Break-evens
Probabilities of Success
Greek Effects – Primarily:
1. Implied Volatility Changes – Vega
2. Effect of Time – Theta

6. Mid-Course Guidance:
a. Profit Target
b. Threat to Success
1. Earnings Dividends
2. Macroeconomic Events
3. FOMC Announcements
4. General Economic Calendar
5. Announcements Competition
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c. Eject Criteria
1. Maximum Allowable Loss
2. Change in Commit Criteria
3. Reset game plan to retain profits when trade becomes profitable
7. Exit Plan:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Triggers
Time-frame
Closing trade Set-up
Intention to let trade expire
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*EXAMPLE TRADE PLAN*

GOOG Trade Plan
January 7, 2010

Strategy Mindset: BEARISH, Short term (1 Week) on GOOG
Target: GOOG currently trading at 593.52
Commit Criteria: Thinking GOOG is going to give some back in the short term with

some of the uncertainty surrounding the release of various mobile devices and some profit
taking.

Tactic: Bear Call Spread on GOOG, 610/620
Tactical Employment:
Leg Set up:
Sell JAN 610 Call at 3.90
Buy JAN 620 Call at 2.10
Net Credit: $1.80
Maximum Profit: $1.80, net credit received opening the position
Maximum Risk: $8.20, the difference between strikes minus credit received
Return on Risk: Potential 22% return on risk in 7 Days.
Breakeven: 611.80, the lower strike plus the credit received
Probabilities: Currently we have a 74% probability of closing below our BE and a
72% probability of achieving maximum profit.
The Greeks:
Theta (Time Value): Time is our friend. The longer that GOOG stays below
our breakeven of 611.80 the stronger our chance of a profit.
Vega (Volatility): For this trade we want volatility to decrease for the
duration of the position. An increase in volatility with GOOG can easily
threaten our B/E.
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Mid-Course Guidance:
Profit Target: Profit Target is 1.80, 22% return on risk. 100% return on
premium

Threats to Success:



Jobs Data is being reported Friday, a positive report could cause a move to
the upside.
We are going against the longer-term trend of GOOG and buyers could step
in if they don’t see any more down side.

Eject Criteria/Contingency Plan:



We will set our stop loss 25% of our Maximum profit, which is .45.
Eject if the premium gets to 2.25

Exit Plan:



Profit Target reached.
To close position, simultaneously,
1. Buy JAN 610 Call
2. Sell JAN 620 Call
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Planning: The Trade Debrief Guide
Purpose: To provide the trader with a brutally honest feedback of how the trade plan was
executed. This is to be used as a learning tool for all transactions executed after this trade
plan.
1. Position:
a. The name of the options position that we have entered.
b. The strike price(s).
c. The Tactic that we have entered (i.e. Spread, Long Call, Iron Condor)
2. Date Closed: The date the Tactic was closed.
3. Win/Loss: What our final outcome of our position? Did we win money or did we lose
money?
4. Percent of Gain/Loss: The percentage that we lost or won with the close of this
position.
5. Cause: The overall reason(s) that the win/loss occurred.
a. Did the overall market move for or against us?
b. Did Volatility play a role?
c. Did Theta hurt/help us?
6. Root Cause(s): The detailed reason(s) the win/loss occurred.
a. Was there a global event that moved the market for or against us?
b. Was there an earnings report that was/wasn’t as we predicted?
c. Did a domestic report (housing, GNP, unemployment) work against/for our
position?
d. Did we stick to our Mid-Course Guidance? Profit Goal? Eject Criteria?
7. Lessons Learned: Go through each Root Causes and state, if applicable, how we
could have made better decisions. (Hint: there is ALWAYS something to learn from
each trade, so this should never be blank)
8. Closing Bell: Final statements about this trade.
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*EXAMPLE TRADE DEBRIEF*

Trade Debrief Form
Position: SPY Jul 100-105 Bull Call Spread
Date Closed: 12 July 2010
Win/Loss: Loss
Percent Gain/Loss: 75% or $3200 in the model portfolio
Cause: Market moved against this position and volatility spiked.
Root Cause(s):



Housing suffered a larger than expected drop in new home sales for June. This
translated to an overall decline in the broader market.
Failed to execute according to our trade plan and exit 50% of the position when it
moved against us by 50%.

Lessons Learned:




Stick to the trade plan Eject Criteria – when it’s time to go, it’s time to go!
Do a better job of intelligence gathering and monitoring the economic reports that
could adversely affect the position.
Consider rolling the position down and out if it still meets our Strategic Mindset and
Commit Criteria.

Closing Bell:


Although this position moved against us, we determined why and identified what
we will do down the road if this happens again. By employing a spread we were
able to hedge and reduce our loss.
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Planning: Tactics Guide Glossary
Strategy Mindset:
Bullish Bearish, Neutral or Volatile.
Skill Level:
Primary, Intermediate of Advanced trading skill recommended.
Name of Tactic:
Long Call, Bull Put Spread, Iron Condor, etc. Includes Profit and Loss depiction at
expiration.
Commit Criteria
Criterion for using depicted options Tactic.
Top Gun Options ’ Trade Principles
General Top Gun Options ’ principles for entering depicted options Tactic.
Tactical Employment
Options set up to employ a Tactic.
Maximum Profit
Maximum possible profit and how it occurs.
Maximum Risk
Maximum possible loss and how it occurs
Break-Even
Where our investment position equals the original money investment. In stock trading
this is the same as the ‘cost basis’.
Mid-Course Guidance
Provides trade management parameters
Eject Criteria – Immediate trade exit parameters.
Profit Goal - Recommended profit goal when entering trade.
Important Greeks
Greeks (Risk Metrics) that most applicable to the options trade position in question.
Exit Steps
Closing trade set up.
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Primary Tactics
Purpose: Provide guidance for entering Primary Level options positions.
Prerequisite: Completion of Top Gun Option’s Primary Training.
Primary Tactics are for ALL levels of expertise.
Primary Tactics are defined by:
1. Position maybe secured by cash or stock.
2. One option leg.
3. Limited Risk.
Primary Options Tactics Reference Table
Tactic
Long Call
Long Put
Covered Call
Cash Secured Put
Protective Put

Strategic Mindset Debit or
Credit
Bullish
Debit
Bearish
Debit
Neutral to Bullish Credit
Bearish to Bullish Credit
Bullish
Debit

Maximum Gain Maximum
Loss
Unlimited
Limited
Substantial
Limited
Limited
Limited
Unlimited
Limited
Unlimited
Limited
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The Long Call
Strategic Mindset: BULLISH
Skill Level: PRIMARY
Long Call
Buying a long Call gives you the right to buy the underlying security at the strike price
until expiration.

Commit Criteria
The economic, market, sector and/or stock are indicating a bullish trend for the
duration of the contract. Overall sentiment on the underlying asset is positive.
Top Gun Options Trade Principles
 Buy ATM or ITM Calls.
 Buy Calls that are 45-90 days from expiration.
 If ITM select a Delta around 0.8.
 Implied volatility low or average.
Tactical Employment
 Buy to open a Call at the desired strike price.
Maximum Profit
Theoretically the profit potential is unlimited.
Maximum Risk
Maximum loss is limited to the premium paid.
Break Even
Strike price + Premium
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Mid-Course Guidance
Eject Criteria – Based on performance of the underlying asset.
OR
OR



Commit Criteria no longer supports our position.



Maximum acceptable loss is 50% of premium paid.



Option is ATM or OTM and the underlying is not moving as desired at 15
days to expiration.



If ITM, but not at our profit goal:
o Reset loss limit to protect gains
o Manage to expiration.

OR

Profit Goal
 No less than 50% of premium paid.
 When 50% of Profit Goal is achieved, reset Eject Criteria to 25% profit.
Important Greeks
 “Theta”:
o Time Decay is the enemy to our Long Call. Value will decrease each day
per the Theta value.
 “Vega”:
o Higher volatility is our friend because it will increase the value of the
option.
Exit Steps
 Let option expire. (This will be at a maximum loss)
 Sell to close.
 Exercise and own the stock.
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The Long Put
Strategic Mindset: BEARISH
Skill Level: PRIMARY
Long Put
Buying a long Put gives you the right to sell the underlying security at the strike price
until expiration.

Commit Criteria
The economic, market, sector and/or stock are indicating a bearish trend for the
duration of the contract. Overall sentiment on the underlying asset is negative.
Top Gun Options ’ Trade Principles




Buy ATM or ITM Puts.
Buy Puts that are 45-90 days from expiration.
Implied volatility low or average.

Tactical Employment


Buy to open Put at desired strike price.

Maximum Profit
Maximum profit occurs if stock goes to zero.
Maximum Risk
Maximum loss is limited to the premium paid.
Break Even
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Strike price - Premium
Mid-Course Guidance
Eject Criteria – Based on Performance of the underlying asset.
OR



Commit Criteria no longer supports our position.

 Maximum acceptable loss set at 50% of premium.
OR
 Option is ATM or OTM and the underlying is not moving as desired at 15
days to expiration.
OR
 Based on our profit goal, if ITM, but not at our goal:
o Reset loss limit to protect gains
o Manage to expiration.
Profit Goal
 No less than 50% of premium paid.
 When 50% of Profit Goal is achieved, reset Eject Criteria to 25% profit.
Important Greeks
 “Theta”:
o Time Decay is the enemy of our Long Put. Value will decrease each day
per Theta value.
 “Vega”:
o Higher volatility is our friend because it will increase the value of the
option.
Exit Steps




Let option expire. (This will be at a maximum loss)
Sell to close.
Exercise and sell the stock.
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Covered Call
Strategy Mindset: NEUTRAL TO BULLISH
Skill Level: PRIMARY
Covered Call
The Covered Call allows you to collect premium on shares of stock that you own. Selling
the Call will obligate you to sell the stock at the strike price if called away.

Commit Criteria
1. Stock has solid gains and investor is willing to sell the stock at the strike, while
taking in the premium. Also, you will gain limited downside risk protection.
AND/OR
2. Investor desires to earn income on the stock above any dividends.
Top Gun Options Trade Principles
 Sell ATM or OTM Calls.
 Select Calls that are 14-45 days from expiration.
Tactical Employment
 Own underlying stock OR buy the underlying stock as part of a buy/write tactic.
 Sell ATM or OTM Call equal to the number of shares willing to sell at strike.
Maximum Profit
1. If not assigned limited to premium received.
2. If assigned: Premium +(Strike Price – Stock Price)
Maximum Risk
 Downside risk comes from owning the stock.
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“Opportunity Risk” is if the stock skyrockets, you will miss out on gains above
breakeven.

Break Even
Stock purchased price minus premium received
Mid-Course Guidance
Eject Criteria
 Commit Criteria no longer supports our position.
 Applies to both stock and option.
Continuation Criteria
If not assigned:
 Let option expire.
 Sell another ATM or OTM Call.
Profit Goal
 If stock declines, 75% of premium received.
 Sell another ATM or OTM Call.
Important Greeks
 “Theta”:
o Time decay will have a positive effect.


“Vega”:
o An increase in volatility will have negative effect.
o A decrease in volatility will have a positive effect.

Exit Steps
 Let option expire. (Can also sell the stock position with the expiration, if
desired)
 Buy back option (Can also sell the stock position, if desired)
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Cash Secured Put
Strategy Mindset: SHORT TERM BEARISH – LONG TERM BULLISH
Skill Level: PRIMARY
Cash-Secured Put
This is shorting a Put with the cash on hand to buy the stock if assigned. It allows the
trader to buy stock at a discount to the current stock price or set a target price for entry
and collect premium.

Commit Criteria
We would not mind owning the stock and think it may pull back to a more attractive
price. So, we want to lower our cost basis by selling Puts at a target entry price equal to
the number of shares of stock we want to buy.
Top Gun Options ’ Trade Principles
 We would not mind owning the stock.
 Sell ATM or slightly OTM money Puts.
 Select Puts that are 14-45 days from expiration.
Tactical Employment
 Have cash on deposit equal to the strike times the number of shares desired and
brokerage transaction costs.
 Sell ATM or OTM Put contracts to equal the number of shares desired.
Maximum Profit
Profit is limited to the premium received. If assigned, profit is dependent on long stock
performance.
Maximum Risk
If assigned, maximum loss equals the strike price minus the credit.
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Break Even
Strike price minus premium
Mid-Course Guidance
Eject Criteria
 Commit Criteria no longer supports our position.
Continuation Plan – If stock does not pull back as desired:
 Let option expire.
 Sell another Put and continue to drive down cost basis by collecting
premium.
Profit Goal – If stock ownership is desired:
 If stock climbs, 75% of premium received, sell another Put closer to the
money and continue to drive down cost basis by collecting premium. Ensure
you stay within budget.
Important Greeks
 “Theta”:
o Time decay will have a positive effect.


“Vega”:
o An increase in volatility will have negative effect.
o A decrease in volatility will have a positive effect.

Exit Steps
 Let Option expire.
 Buy to close option.
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Protective Put
Strategy Mindset: BULLISH
Skill Level: PRIMARY
Protective Put
This allows you to protect any unrealized gains against further losses at the strike price
on a stock that you hold.

Commit Criteria
You want to protect a stock you already own from any downturn in the market. In brief,
you want to insure your stock against potential losses from its current level.
Top Gun Options ’ Trade Principles
 Buy OTM Puts that fit your level of risk.
 Select Puts that are 45-90 days from expiration.
Tactical Employment
 Own the stock
 Buy OTM Put at desired strike price.
Maximum Profit
Unlimited since you own the stock and have not capped the upside.
Maximum Risk
Strike price – (Stock Purchase Price + Premium paid).
Break Even
Stock Purchase Price + Premium paid.
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Mid-Course Guidance
Eject Criteria


Commit Criteria no longer supports our position.

OR


If stock declines and option is ITM, consider selling the stock and holding
the option.

Continuation Criteria –
 If option expires worthless, buy another Protective Put if insurance is
desired.
Profit Goal - N/A as we are primarily protecting a stock position.
Important Greeks
 “Theta”:
 Time decay will have a negative effect on our options value.


“Vega”:
 An increase in volatility will have positive effect.
 A decrease in volatility will have a negative effect.

Exit Steps
 Let option expire.
 Sell option before expiration.
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Intermediate Tactics
Purpose: Provide guidance for entering intermediate level options positions.
Prerequisite: Completion of Top Gun Option’s Intermediate Training and/or
demonstrated competency.
Intermediate tactics are for the intermediate to advanced options trader. Tactics guides
provide planning guidelines for building a trade plan and explanations of tactics.
Intermediate tactics are defined by:
1. Limited to unlimited risk/uncovered positions.
2. Up to two option legs.
3. Buying and selling tactics.
Intermediate Options Tactics Reference Table
Tactic
Synthetic Long
Stock
Synthetic
Short Stock
Short Call
Short Put
Bull Call
Spread
Bear Call
Spread
Bear Put
Spread
Bull Put
Spread
Call Calendar
Spread
Put Calendar
Spread
Collar

Strategic
Mindset
Bullish

Debit or
Credit
Either

Maximum
Gain
Unlimited

Maximum
Loss
Substantial

Bearish

Either

Substantial

Unlimited

Bearish
Bullish
Bullish

Credit
Credit
Debit

Limited
Limited
Limited

Unlimited
Substantial
Limited

Bearish

Credit

Limited

Limited

Bearish

Debit

Limited

Limited

Bullish

Credit

Limited

Limited

Neutral

Debit

Limited

Limited

Neutral

Debit

Limited

Limited

Moderately
Bullish

Either

Limited

Limited
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Synthetic Long Stock
Strategy Mindset: BULLISH
Skill Level: INTERMEDIATE
Synthetic Long Stock
This position is called a Synthetic Long Stock because it has the same risk profile as a
long stock. Generally this can be entered into for a fraction of the cost of purchasing the
stock. However, margin requirements can be substantial. This tactic can sometimes be
established for a credit.

Commit Criteria
A stock is indicating a bullish trend for the duration of the contract and you are looking
for the leverage.
Top Gun Options ’ Trade Principles




Establish a defined time period for expected performance.
Pick an ATM or near the money strikes.
Select options that are 30-60 days from expiration.

Tactical Employment



Buy a ATM Call
Sell a ATM Put

Note: Strike prices have same expiration.
Maximum Profit
Theoretically the profit potential is unlimited.
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Maximum Risk
Substantial: Loss occurs when the price of the underlying is less than the strike price of
the short Put plus the premium received.
(Calculating a loss: Strike Price of Short Put – Price of Underlying + Net Premium)
Break Even
Strike price of Long Call + Net Premium (difference of the credit and debit of the
premium).
Mid-Course Guidance
Eject Criteria – Based on Performance of the underlying asset.




Commit Criteria no longer supports our position.
OR
The loss limit is reached. No more than 10% of stock price.
OR
Stock not moving as desired at 15 days to expiration.

Profit Goal
 No less than 10% of stock price.
 As this position moves ITM, reset Eject Criteria to preserve profits.
Important Greeks
 “Theta”:
o Time decay is close to neutral with this position.
 “Vega”:
o Changes in implied volatility are also neutralized with this position.
Exit Steps
 Sell to close Call.
 Buy to close Put.
OR
 Exercise and own the stock.
 Buy to close Put.
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Synthetic Short Stock
Strategy Mindset: BEARISH
Skill Level: INTERMEDIATE
Synthetic Short Stock
This tactic is essentially the same as shorting a stock. Often it can be established for a
net credit.

Commit Criteria
Economic, market, sector and/or stock are indicating a bearish trend for the duration of
the contract. Overall sentiment on the underlying asset is negative.
Top Gun Options ’ Trade Principles
 Define time period for expected performance.
 Pick an ATM or near the money strike.
 Select options that are 30-60 days from expiration.
Tactical Employment
 Sell an ATM Call
 Buy an ATM Put
Note: Strike prices have same expiration date.
Maximum Profit
Maximum profit occurs if stock goes to zero.
Maximum Risk
Maximum loss is theoretically unlimited if stock prices continues to rise.
Break Even
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Strike price of Long Put + Net Premium (Difference between credit and debit premium)
Mid-Course Guidance
Eject Criteria – Based on performance of the underlying asset.
OR
OR



Commit Criteria no longer supports our position.



The loss limit is reached. No more than 10% of stock price.



Stock not moving as desired at 15 days to expiration.

Profit Goal
 No less than 10% of stock price.
 As this position moves ITM, reset Eject Criteria to preserve profits.
Important Greeks
 “Theta”:
o Time decay is close to neutral with this position.
 “Vega”:
o Changes in implied volatility are also neutralized with this position.
Exit Steps
 Sell to close Put.
 Buy to close Call.
OR
 Exercise and sell the stock.
 Buy to close Call.
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Short Call
Strategy Mindset: NEUTRAL to BEARISH
Skill Level: INTERMEDIATE
Short Call
Writing a Call obligates you to sell the stock at the strike price if assigned. Due to the
unlimited loss potential with a Naked Call, Top Gun Options does not recommend this
tactic unless hedged in some fashion.

Commit Criteria
Economic, market, sector and/or stock are indicating a flat or downward trend for the
duration of the contract. Overall sentiment on the underlying asset is neutral to
negative.
Top Gun Options ’ Trade Principles
 Sell ATM or OTM Calls
 Select Calls that are 14-45 days from expiration.
 Have cash or stock available to cover.
Tactical Employment
 Sell to open the Call at desired strike price.
Maximum Profit
Maximum profit is limited to the premium received.
Maximum Risk
Maximum loss is theoretically unlimited.
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Break Even
Strike price plus Premium
Mid-Course Guidance
Eject Criteria – Based on performance of the underlying asset.


Commit Criteria no longer supports our position.



Maximum allowable loss is 50% of the premium received.



Option is ATM or ITM and not moving as desired at 15 days to expiration.

OR
OR

Continuation:
Based on our profit goal, if profitable, but not at our goal:
 Reset loss limit to protect gains
 Manage to expiration.
Profit Goal
 No less than 50% of premium.
 At 50% of profit goal, reset loss limit to 25% profit level.
Important Greeks
 "Theta":
 Time Decay is the friend of the short Call. The options premium will decrease
each day per the Theta value.


"Vega":
 Higher volatility is the enemy because it will increase the value of the
option’s premium.

Exit Steps
 Let option expire, OR
 Buy to close.
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Short Put
Strategy Mindset: NEUTRAL to BULLISH
Skill Level: INTERMEDIATE
Short Put
Writing a Put obligates you to buy the stock at the strike price if assigned. Due to the
substantial loss of a Naked Put, Top Gun Options does not recommend selling them unless
hedged in some type of some fashion.

Commit Criteria
Economic, market, sector and/or stock are indicating a level or upward trend for the
duration of the contract. Overall sentiment on the underlying asset is neutral to positive.
Top Gun Options ’ Trade Principles
 Sell ATM or OTM Puts
 Select Puts that are 14-45 days from expiration.
 Target a quality underlying only that you would not mind owning.
Tactical Employment
Sell to open the Put at desired strike price.
Maximum Profit
Maximum profit is limited to the premium received, occurs so long as stock is not assigned.
Maximum Risk
Maximum loss can be substantial.
Maximum Loss = Strike Price - Premium received.
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Break Even
Strike price – Premium
Mid-Course Guidance
Eject Criteria – Based on Performance of the underlying asset.


Commit Criteria no longer supports our position.



Maximum allowable loss is 50% of premium received.



Underlying is ATM or ITM and not moving as desired at 15 days to expiration.

OR
OR

Continuation:
Based on our profit goal, if profitable, but not at our goal:
 Reset loss limit to protect gains.
 Manage to expiration.
Profit Goal
 No less than 50% of net credit.
 At 50% profit goal, reset loss limit to 25% profit level.
Important Greeks
 "Theta":
o Time Decay is the friend of the short Put. The options premium will decrease
each day per the Theta value.


"Vega":
o Higher volatility is the enemy because it will increase the value of the
option’s premium.

Exit Steps
 Let option expire, OR
 Buy to close.
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Bull Call Spread
Strategy Mindset: BULLISH
Skill Level: INTERMEDIATE
The Bull Call Spread
Also known as a Vertical Spread, this is a double-hedged position with limited risk and
limited upside.

Commit Criteria
Bullish sentiment on the stock, but want to offset the price of the Call by selling a higher
priced Call. We don’t mind limiting our upside by hedging our downside.
Top Gun Options ’ Trade Principles
 Select Calls that are 45-90 days from expiration.
 Stock price above lower strike.
Tactical Employment
 Buy a lower strike Call – (Strike 1)
 Sell a higher strike Call – (Strike 2)
Note: Both Calls have same expiration month.
Maximum Profit
 Maximum profit occurs if target closes above Strike 2 at expiration.
 The maximum profit is limited to the difference between strikes minus the net debit
paid.
Maximum Risk
Loss is limited to the net debit paid.
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Break Even
 Strike 1 (lower strike) + net debit paid.
Mid-Course Guidance
Eject Criteria:
 Maximum allowable loss no more than 50% of debit paid.
 Commit Criteria no longer valid.
Profit Goal:
 No less than 50% of maximum profit.
 After 50% of profit goal is achieved, manage actively to squeeze more gains and
reset Eject Criteria to the 25% profit point.
Important Greeks
 “Theta”: If the current stock price is above the midpoint of Strike 1 and Strike 2,
then Theta is good for this position. If it is below this point then Theta is our enemy.


“Vega”: Volatility is helpful to the position when it is OTM and hurts us when it is
ITM.

Exit Steps
Profit Goal or Eject Criteria reached, simultaneously:
Sell to close Strike 1.
Buy to close Strike 2.
OR:
Let position expire if both options are completely ITM or OTM.
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Bear Call Spread
Strategy Mindset: BEARISH
Skill Level: INTERMEDIATE
The Bear Call Spread
Also known as a Vertical Spread, this is a double-hedged position with limited risk and
limited upside.

Commit Criteria
We want to take in premium and we have bearish sentiments on the stock. We don’t mind
limiting our upside by hedging our downside.
Top Gun Options ’ Trade Principles
 Select Calls that are 14-45 days from expiration.
 Stock price below Strike 2.
Tactical Employment
 Sell a lower strike Call – (Strike 1)
 Buy a higher strike Call – (Strike 2)
Note: Both Calls have same expirations month and number of contracts.
Maximum Profit
Profit is limited to the net credit received.
Maximum Risk
Loss is limited to the difference between the strikes minus the net credit received.
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Break Even
Strike 1 plus the net credit received when opening the position.
Mid-Course Guidance
Eject Criteria:
 Maximum allowable loss no more than 50% of net credit.
 Commit Criteria changes.
Profit Goal:
 No less than 50% of net credit.
 After 50% of profit goal is achieved, manage actively to squeeze more gains and
reset Eject Criteria to the 25% profit point.
Important Greeks
 “Theta”: If the current stock price is below the midpoint of Strike 1 and Strike 2,
then Theta is good for this position. If it is above this point then Theta is our enemy.


“Vega”: A rise in volatility is good to the position when it is ITM and bad for the
position when the spread is OTM. The reverse is also true.

Exit Steps
Profit Goal or Eject Criteria reached, simultaneously:
 Buy to close Strike 1
 Sell to close Strike 2
OR:
 Let position expire if both options are either completely ITM or OTM.
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Bear Put Spread
Strategy Mindset: BEARISH
Skill Level: INTERMEDIATE
The Bear Put Spread
Also known as a Vertical Spread, this is a double-hedged position with limited risk and
limited upside. Generally it is profitable if the stock stays level or drops.

Commit Criteria
Bearish sentiments on the stock, but want to offset the price of the Put and manage risk by
selling a lower priced Put. We don’t mind limiting our upside by hedging our downside.
Top Gun Options ’ Trade Principles
 Select Puts that are 14-45 days from expiration.
 Stock price above lower strike.
Tactical Employment
 Sell a lower strike Put – (Strike 1)
 Buy a higher strike Put – (Strike 2)
Note: Both Puts have same expiration month and number of contracts.
Maximum Profit
Maximum profit attained if underlying closes at or below Strike 1 at expiration. The
maximum profit is limited to the difference between strikes minus the net debit paid.
Maximum Risk
Loss is limited to the net debit paid.
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Break Even
 Strike 2 minus net debit paid.
Mid-Course Guidance
Eject Criteria:
 Maximum allowable loss no more than 50% of premium paid.
 Commit Criteria changes.
Profit Goal:
 No less than 50% of maximum profit.
 After 50% of profit goal is achieved, manage actively to squeeze more gains and
reset Eject Criteria to the 25% profit point.
Important Greeks
 “Theta”: If the current stock price is below the midpoint of Strike 1 and Strike 2,
then Theta is good for this position. If it is above this point then Theta is our enemy.


“Vega”: Volatility is helpful to the position when it is OTM and harmful when it is
ITM.

Exit Steps
Profit Goal or Eject Criteria reached, simultaneously:
 Buy to close Strike 1
 Sell to close Strike 2
OR
 Let position expire if both options are completely ITM or OTM.
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Bull Put Spread
Strategy Mindset: BULLISH
Skill Level: INTERMEDIATE
The Bull Put Spread
Also known as a Vertical Spread, this is a double-hedged position with limited risk and
limited upside. Generally it is profitable if the stock stays level or climbs.

Commit Criteria
We want to collect premium and have a bullish sentiment on the stock. We don’t mind
limiting our upside by hedging our downside.
Top Gun Options ’ Trade Principles
 Select Puts that are 45-90 days from expiration.
 Stock price above Strike 1.
Tactical Employment
 Buy a lower strike Put – Strike 1
 Sell a higher strike Put – Strike 2
Note: Both Puts have same expiration month and number of contracts.
Maximum Profit
Limited to the net credit received.
Maximum Risk
Limited to the difference between strikes minus the net credit received.
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Break Even
Strike 2 minus the net credit received.
Mid-Course Guidance
Eject Criteria:
 Maximum allowable risk no more than 50% of credit received.
 Commit Criteria changes.
Profit Goal:
 No less than 50% of net credit.
 After 50% of profit goal is achieved, manage actively to squeeze more gains and
reset Eject Criteria to the 25% profit point.
Important Greeks
 “Theta”: If the current stock price is above the midpoint of Strike 1 and Strike 2,
then Theta is good for this position. If it is below this point then Theta is our enemy.


“Vega”: An increase in volatility is harmful to this position when it is OTM and
helpful when it is ITM. The reverse is also true.

Exit Steps
Profit Goal or Eject Criteria reached, simultaneously:
 Sell to close Strike 1
 Buy to close Strike 2
OR:
 Let position expire if both options are completely ITM or OTM.
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Call Calendar Spread
Strategy Mindset: NEUTRAL
Skill Level: INTERMEDIATE
The Call Calendar Spread
With this Calendar Spread you are hoping to profit from time decay of the “front-month”
short Call as it nears expiration while hedging with the “back-month” long Call. Ideally, the
back month option will have retained most of its time value at front month expiration.
Note: Front month refers to the option with the closest expiration. Back month refers to the
option with the next expiration.

Commit Criteria
Target is channeling and minimal movement is anticipated prior to the expiration of the
front month option.
Top Gun Options ’ Trade Principles
 Pick a strike at or near the money.
Tactical Employment
 Sell an ATM strike front month Call.
 Front month Call should be 14-45 days from expiration.
 Buy the same strike Call expiring in the next month.
Maximum Profit
Maximum profit attained if target is at the strike price at expiration.
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(Long Call value at the time the short Call expiration, when the stock price is at the strike
price) – (net debit)
Note: Determining maximum profit is an imperfect science as it depends on the
performance of the back-month Call.
Maximum Risk
Limited to the premium paid.
Break Even
There are too many variables to precisely determine the break-even.
Mid-Course Guidance
Eject Criteria:
 Maximum allowable loss no more than 50% of maximum loss.
 Commit Criteria becomes invalid.
Profit Goal
 Profit goal no less than 50% of estimated maximum profit.
 After 50% of profit goal is achieved, manage actively to squeeze more gains and
reset Eject Criteria to the 25% profit point.
Important Greeks
 “Theta”
 Time decay is our ally because the front-month will decay faster than the
back-month.


“Vega”


Increasing volatility is generally bad for this position because it will decrease
the chance of hitting our price target. However, an increase in implied
volatility close to expiration of the front-month Call will increase the value of
the back-month Call.

Exit Steps
Prior to expiration of front-month option and/or Profit Goal reached:
OR
Eject Criteria reached, simultaneously:
 Buy to close front-month Call.
 Sell to close back-month Call.
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Put Calendar Spread
Strategy Mindset: NEUTRAL
Skill Level: INTERMEDIATE
The Put Calendar Spread
With this Calendar Spread you are hoping to profit from time decay of the “front-month”
short Put as it nears expiration while hedging with the “back-month” long Put. Ideally, the
back month option will have retained most of its time value at front month expiration.
Note: Front month refers to the option with the closest expiration. Back month refers to the
option with the next expiration.

Commit Criteria
Target is channeling and minimal movement is anticipated prior to the expiration of the
front month option.
Top Gun Options ’ Trade Principles
 Pick a strike at or near the money for both options.
Tactical Employment
 Sell an ATM strike front month Put.
 Front month Put should be 14-45 days from expiration.
 Buy the same strike Put expiring in the net month.
Maximum Profit
Maximum profit attained if the target is at the strike price at expiration.
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(Long Put value at strike price at first expiration)- (net debit)
Note: Determining maximum profit is an imperfect science as it depends on the
performance of the back-month Put.
Maximum Risk
Limited to the premium paid.
Break Even
There are too many variables to precisely determine the break-even.
Mid-Course Guidance
Eject Criteria:
 Maximum allowable loss no more than 50% of maximum loss.
 Commit Criteria becomes invalid.
Profit Goal
 Profit goal no less than 50% of estimated maximum profit.
 After 50% of profit goal is achieved, manage actively to squeeze more gains and
reset Eject Criteria to the 25% profit point.
Important Greeks
 “Theta”
 Time decay is our ally because the front-month will decay faster than the
back-month.


“Vega”


Increasing volatility is generally bad for this position because it will decrease
the chance of hitting our price target. However, an increase in implied
volatility close to expiration of the front-month Put will increase the value of
the back-month Put.

Exit Steps
Prior to expiration of front-month option and/or Profit Goal reached:
OR
Eject Criteria reached, simultaneously:
 Buy to close front-month Put.
 Sell to close back-month Put.
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The Collar
Strategy Mindset: BULLISH
Skill Level: INTERMEDIATE
The Collar
The Collar opens a Protective Put and a Covered Call simultaneously. This trade can be
done for a debit, credit or net zero depending on premiums and strikes. The goal of a Collar
is to protect a stock position for a lower price than buying a Protective Put.

Commit Criteria
You own a stock that has had a nice run and you want to protect any unrealized profits.
The sold Call will help pay for the Protective Put and you are okay parting with the stock if
it gets called away.
Top Gun Options ’ Trade Principles
 The current price of the owned stock is between Put and Call strikes.
 Select options that are 45-90 days from expiration.
 This is a profit preservation play
Tactical Employment
 Buy the stock
 Buy an OTM Put – (Strike 1)
 Sell an OTM Call (same expiration date as the Put)– (Strike 2)
Note: the number of contracts must enough to cover number of stock shares bought.
Maximum Profit
Call strike price – Put strike price – risk of the trade
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Maximum Risk
Stock price paid + Put premium – Put strike price – Call premium
Break Even
Stock Price Paid – (Call Premium + Put Premium)
Mid-Course Guidance
Eject Criteria
 Commit Criteria changes
(The Collar is essentially a fire and forget tactic. You want the stock called away
above the Covered Call strike, but are insured against any pullback)
Continuation Criteria:
If Collar expires worthless – open another Collar if Commit Criteria remains the
same.
Profit Goal – N/A since we are only protecting a stock position.
Important Greeks
 “Theta: If the current stock price is above the midpoint of Strike 1 and Strike 2, then
Theta is good for this position. If it is below this point then Theta is our enemy.
Exit Steps
 Let stock get called away.
 Let options expire.
OR if Commit Criteria changes:



Sell to close Put at Strike 1.
But to close Call at Strike 2.
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Advanced Tactics
Purpose: Provide guidance for entering advanced level options positions.
Prerequisite: Completion of Top Gun Option’s Advanced Training and/or demonstrated
competency.
Advanced tactics are defined by:
1.
2.
2.
3.
4.

Limited to unlimited risk.
Uncovered positions.
Two or more option legs.
Buying and selling tactics.
Volatility positions.
Advanced Options Tactics Reference Table

Tactic

Strategic Mindset

Long Strangle
Short Strangle
Long Straddle
Short Straddle
Ratio Vertical with
Calls
Ratio Vertical with
Puts
Call Butterfly
Put Butterfly
Iron Butterfly
Broken Wing Call
Butterfly
Broken Wing Put
Butterfly
Call Condor
Put Condor
Iron Condor
Call Diagonal
Put Diagonal

Volatile
Neutral
Volatile
Neutral
Bullish

Debit or
Credit
Debit
Credit
Debit
Credit
Either

Maximum
Gain
Unlimited
Limited
Unlimited
Limited
Limited

Maximum Loss

Bearish

Either

Limited

Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Bullish

Debit
Debit
Credit
Either

Limited
Limited
Limited
Limited

Limited
Unlimited
Limited
Unlimited
Limited to
Unlimited
Limited to
Substantial
Limited
Limited
Limited
Limited

Bearish

Either

Limited

Limited

Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral to Bearish
Neutral to Bullish

Debit
Debit
Credit
Either
Either

Limited
Limited
Limited
Limited
Limited

Limited
Limited
Limited
Limited
Limited
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Long Strangle
Strategy Mindset: VOLATILE
Skill Level: ADVANCED
The Long Strangle
The Long Strangle buys both a Put and a Call at different strikes and requires a large price
swing to profit. Typically options are out of the money

Commit Criteria
We expecting an influential event for a stock that can cause a large spike in volatility and
movement: Earnings, buyout, new product…etc. The Spike is expected to be large enough
to justify premium.
Top Gun Options Trade Principles
 Use options 45-90 days to expiration.
 Ensure that implied volatility is low relative to historical volatility.
 Stock price between strikes.
Tactical Employment
 Buy a Put – Strike 1
 Buy a Call – Strike 2
Note: Both options have same expiration month and quantity.
Maximum Profit
Profit can be substantial if stock goes up or down.
Maximum Risk
Limited to the debit paid.
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Break Even
Two B/E points:
 Put strike minus debit paid.
 Call strike plus debit paid.
Mid-Course Guidance
Eject Criteria:
 Commit Criteria changes and volatility and/or is no longer expected.
 If stock runs in either direction, sell opposite option to recoup any time value.
Profit Goal
 Per individual risk tolerance.
 No less than 25% of debit paid, this can come in two ways, or both combined.
 Increase or decrease in underlying.
 An increase in implied volatility.
 If profit can be gained from selling one option only, it is acceptable to
‘leg out’
Note: Keep implied volatility and its effect on the positions premium in your scan while in
this trade.
Important Greeks
 “Theta”: The effect of time decay is very negative because both long options will be
working against you.


“Vega”: As noted above, increase volatility is good for this position.

Exit Steps
 Sell to close both options, preferably as a spread.
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Short Strangle
Strategy Mindset: NEUTRAL
Skill Level: ADVANCED
The Short Strangle
This tactic is looking to profit from decreasing implied volatility and very little stock
movement, but allows a little room for stock price to roam. Both options are typically sold
out of the money. (In the money strangle would be called a ‘guts’ strangle)

Commit Criteria
Implied volatility is unusually high compared to past observations and/or historical
volatility and the stock is not anticipated to move much in any direction. We are looking to
profit from a decrease in implied volatility or pin the stock price between strikes.
Top Gun Options Trade Principles
 2-months or less to expiration.
 Ensure that implied volatility is higher and diverged from HV.
 Sell OTM options as far away from current price for lower risk, but close enough to
make the profit worthwhile.
Tactical Employment
 Sell OTM Put – Strike 1
 Sell OTM Call – Strike 2
Note: Both options have same expiration month and quantity.
Maximum Profit
 Maximum profit occurs if underlying is between strikes at expiration.
 Profit limited to premium received.
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Maximum Risk
Unlimited on the upside and potentially substantial on the downside. Downside risk is
equal to Put strike minus the total premium received.
Break Even
Two B/E points:
 Put strike minus premium received.
 Call strike plus premium received.
Mid-Course Guidance
Eject Criteria:
 Maximum loss 50% of premium received.
OR
 Commit Criteria changes.
Profit Goal
 No less than 50% of premium received.
 When 50% of Profit Goal is reached, reset Eject Criteria to 25% profit.
Note: Keep implied volatility and its effect on the positions premium in your scan while in
this trade.
Important Greeks
 “Theta”: The effect of time decay is very positive because both options will be
working for you.


“Vega”: Increased volatility is bad for this position because it keeps the option value
high and increases the likelihood that the underlying will move unfavorably.

Exit Steps
 Buy to close both options.
OR
 Let options expire.
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Long Straddle
Strategy Mindset: VOLATILE
Skill Level: ADVANCED
The Long Straddle
This is an expensive tactic because you a buying two options to set the spread. This will
benefit from large swings due to some volatility event.

Commit Criteria
We are expecting an influential event for a stock that can cause a large spike in volatility:
Earnings, buyout, new product…etc. The spike is expecting to be large enough to justify the
premium.
Top Gun Options Straddle Principles
 Use options 45-90 days to expiration.
 Ensure that implied volatility is low and cheap.
 Buy ATM options, or closest to the money.
Tactical Employment
 Buy an ATM Call
 Buy an ATM Put
Note: Both options have same price and expiration month.
Maximum Profit
Theoretically profit is unlimited.
Maximum Loss
Limited to the debit paid.
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Break Even
Two B/E points:
 Strike plus debit paid
 Strike minus debit paid.
Mid-Course Guidance
Eject Criteria:
 If Commit Criteria changes and volatility is not expected. Sell to close both sides as
soon as possible to collect maximum time value.
Profit Goal
 Per individual risk tolerance.
 No less than 25%, of debit paid; this can come in two ways, or both combined.
Note: Keep implied volatility and its effect on the positions premium in your scan while in
this trade.
Important Greeks
 “Theta”: The effect of time decay is very negative and will work against both options.


“Vega”: As noted above, increase volatility is good for this position.

Exit Steps
 Sell to close both options.
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Short Straddle
Strategy Mindset: NEUTRAL
Skill Level: ADVANCED
The Short Straddle
The Short Straddle is looking to profit from decreasing implied volatility and very little
stock movement. This is an attempt to pin a stock price, thus it is very difficult.

Commit Criteria
When implied volatility is abnormally high and the stock is not expected to move much in
any direction. Looking to profit from a decrease in implied volatility or pin the stock at the
strike price.
Top Gun Options Trade Principles
 2 months or less to expiration.
 Ensure that implied volatility is high and diverged from HV.
 Sell ATM options.
Tactical Employment
 Sell an ATM Call
 Sell an ATM Put
Note: Both options have same expiration month.
Maximum Profit
Maximum profit occurs if underlying is exactly at strike price at expiration, thus it is very
hard to achieve. The Maximum profit is limited to premium received.
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Maximum Risk
Unlimited.
Break Even
Two B/E points:
 Call strike plus premium received.
 Put strike minus premium received.
Mid-Course Guidance
Eject Criteria:
 Maximum allowable loss no more than 50% of premium received.
OR
 Commit Criteria changes.
Profit Goal
 No less than 50% of premium received.
 When 50% of Profit Goal is reached, reset Eject Criteria to 25% profit.
Note: Keep implied volatility and its effect on the positions premium in your scan while in
this trade.
Important Greeks
 “Theta”: The effect of time decay is very positive because both options will be
working for you.


“Vega”: Increase volatility is bad for this position as it keeps the option value high
and increases the likelihood that the underlying will move unfavorably.

Exit Steps
 Buy to close both options.
OR
 Let options expire.
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Long Call Butterfly
Strategy Mindset: NEUTRAL
Skill Level: ADVANCED
The Long Call Butterfly
This tactic attempts to pin the price of a stock at a particular strike price. This is a lower
cost tactic as the sale of two Calls will help pay for the purchase of the other two. This is an
advanced tactic because it requires active mid-course guidance to expiration and it is very
hard to pin a target.

Commit Criteria
The target is channeling and no events are expected to increase volatility for the duration
of the trade. Long butterflies can also be used to speculate on a stock moving to a certain
strike price that is above or below the price of the stock
Top Gun Options Trade Principles
 Strike 2 is the price target.
 Strikes are equidistant.
 Select options that are 1-4 weeks from expiration.
Tactical Employment
 Buy one Call – Strike 1
 Sell two Calls – Strike 2
 Buy one Call – Strike 3
Note: Options have same expiration month.
Maximum Profit
Maximum profit occurs with target at Strike 2 at expiration.
 Profit is limited to Strike 2 minus Strike 1 minus debit paid.
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Maximum Risk
Maximum loss is limited to premium paid.
Break Even
There are two B/E’s.
Lower:
 Strike 1 plus premium paid.
Upper:
 Strike 3 minus net premium paid.
Mid-Course Guidance
Eject Criteria:
 Maximum allowable loss of no more than 50% of debit paid.
OR
 Commit Criteria changes.
Profit Goal:
 Profit goal no less than 50% of maximum profit.
 After 50% of profit goal is achieved, manage actively to squeeze more gains and
reset Eject Criteria to the 25% profit point.
Important Greeks
 “Theta”: Time decay is our ally.


“Vega”
 If our price target is good, decreasing implied volatility is our ally.


If our target price is off, decreasing volatility lowers our chance of reaching Strike 2
by expiration.

Exit Steps
Profit Goal or Eject Criteria reached, simultaneously:
 Sell to close the Calls at Strike 1 and 3.
 Buy to close the two Calls at Strike 2.
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Long Put Butterfly
Strategy Mindset: NEUTRAL
Skill Level: ADVANCED
The Long Put Butterfly
This tactic is a combination of a Long and a Short Put Spread. Since this tactic involves
selling two Puts, it is a relatively low priced strategy. This is an advanced tactic because it
requires active mid-course guidance and it is very hard to pin a price target.

Commit Criteria
The target is channeling and no events are expected to increase volatility for the duration
of the trade.
Top Gun Options Trade Principles
 Strike 2 is the price target.
 Strikes are equidistant apart.
 Select options that are 1-4 weeks from expiration.
Tactical Employment
 Buy one Put – Strike 1
 Sell two Puts – Strike 2
 Buy one Put – Strike 3
Note: Options have same expiration month.
Maximum Profit
Maximum profit occurs with target at Strike 2 at expiration.
 Profit is limited to Strike 3 minus Strike 2 minus debit paid.
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Maximum Risk
Maximum loss is limited to premium paid.
Break Even
There are two B/E’s.
Lower B/E:
 Strike 1 plus premium paid.
Upper B/E:
 Strike 3 minus premium paid.
Mid-Course Guidance
Eject Criteria:
 Maximum allowable loss of no more than 50% of debit paid.
OR
 Commit Criteria changes.
Profit Goal:
 Profit goal no less than 50% of maximum profit.
 After 50% of profit goal is achieved, manage actively to squeeze more gains and reset
Eject Criteria to the 25% profit point.
Important Greeks
 “Theta”: Time decay is our ally.


“Vega”:
 If our price target is good, decreasing implied volatility is our ally.


If our target price is off, decreasing volatility lowers our chance of reaching Strike 2
by expiration.

Exit Steps
Profit Goal or Eject Criteria reached, simultaneously:
 Sell to close the Puts at Strike 1 and 3.
 Buy to close the two Puts at Strike 2.
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Iron Butterfly
Strategy Mindset: NEUTRAL
Skill Level: ADVANCED
The Iron Call Butterfly
The Iron Butterfly simultaneously runs a Bull Put Spread and a Bear Call Spread
converging at Strike 2. This position is opened for a net credit. This is an advanced tactic
because it requires active mid-course guidance to expiration and it is very hard to pin a
price target.

Commit Criteria
We want to collect premium on a target that is channeling and there are not any events
that are expected to increase volatility for the duration of the trade. Like other Butterfly’s,
the target price is at or near Strike 2.
Top Gun Options Trade Principles
 Strike 2 is the price target.
 Strikes are equidistant apart.
 Select options that are 1-4 weeks from expiration.
Tactical Employment
 Buy one Put – Strike 1
 Sell one Put – Strike 2
 Sell one Call – Strike 2
 Buy one Call – Strike 3
Note: Options have same expiration month.
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Maximum Profit
Maximum profit occurs if underlying at Strike 2 at expiration and is limited to the premium
received.
Maximum Risk
Maximum Loss is limited to Strike 2 minus Strike 1 minus the premium received.
Break Even
There are two B/E’s:
Lower B/E:
 Strike 2 minus net premium.
Upper B/E:
 Strike 2 plus net premium.
Mid-Course Guidance
Eject Criteria:
 Maximum allowable loss of no more than 50% of maximum risk.
OR
 Commit Criteria changes.
Profit Goal:
 Profit goal no less than 50% of maximum profit.
 After 50% of profit goal is achieved, manage actively to squeeze more gains and
reset Eject Criteria to the 25% profit point.
Important Greeks
 “Theta”: Time decay is our ally.


“Vega”:
If our price target is good, decreasing implied volatility is our ally.
If our target price is off, decreasing volatility lowers our chance of reaching Strike 2
by expiration.

Exit Steps
Profit Goal or Eject Criteria reached, simultaneously:
 Sell to close one Put – Strike 1
 Buy to close one Put – Strike 2
 Buy to close one Call – Strike 2
 Sell to close one Call – Strike 3
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Broken Wing Call Butterfly
Strategy Mindset: MODERATELY BULLISH
Skill Level: ADVANCED
The Broken Wing Call Butterfly
The Broken Wing Butterfly is a Ratio call spread with the purchase of a higher strike call to
cap risk. This makes it possible to open this position for a net credit; the drawback is that
the risk is higher. This is more of a directional tactic as you will want the price to increase
a bit but not beyond Strike 2. This is an advanced tactic because it requires active midcourse guidance to expiration, it is very hard to pin a price target and the risk is higher.

Commit Criteria
You have bullish sentiment with a defined price target based on fundamental and technical
analysis.
Top Gun Options Trade Principles
 Strike 1 at or near the money at opening.
 Strike 2 at or near price target.
 Strikes are equidistant.
 Select options less than 4 weeks from expiration.
 Collect premium if possible.
 Pay as little as possible.
Tactical Employment
 Buy one Call – Strike 1
 Sell two Calls– Strike 2
 Skip a strike – Strike 3
 Buy one Call – Strike 4
Note: Options have same expiration month.
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Maximum Profit
Maximum Profit occurs if the underlying is at Strike 2 at expiration.
Profit is capped to one of the following:
1. If opened for a debit: Strike 2 minus Strike 1 minus debit paid.
2. If opened for a net credit: Strike 2 minus Strike 1 plus premium received.
Maximum Risk
Maximum Loss is floored at one of the following:
1. If opened for a debit: Strike 4 minus Strike 3 plus debit paid.
2. If opened for a net credit: Strike 4 minus Strike 3 minus premium received.
Break Even
There are three potential B/E’s:
If opened for a net credit:
 Strike 3 plus net credit.
If opened for a net debit:
 Lower B/E is Strike 1 plus net debit.
 Upper B/E is Strike 3 minus net debit.
Mid-Course Guidance
Eject Criteria:
If opened for a debit:
 Maximum allowable loss is no more than 50% of maximum risk.
If opened for credit:
 Maximum allowable loss is no more than 50% of maximum risk..
OR
 Commit Criteria changes.
Profit Goal:
If opened for a net credit:
 50% of Maximum Profit.
 After 50% of profit goal is achieved, manage actively to squeeze more gains
and reset Eject Criteria to the 25% profit point.
If opened for net debit:
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OR


Profit goal no less than 50% of maximum profit.
After 50% of profit goal is achieved, manage actively to squeeze more gains
and reset Eject Criteria to the 25% profit point.
Commit Criteria changes.

Important Greeks
 “Theta”: Time decay is our ally.


“Vega”
If our price target is good, decreasing implied volatility is our ally.
If our target price is off, decreasing volatility lowers our chance of reaching Strike 2
by expiration.

Exit Steps
Profit Goal or Eject Criteria reached, simultaneously:
 Sell to close one Call – Strike 1
 Buy to close two Calls – Strike 2
 Sell to close one Call – Strike 4
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Broken Wing Put Butterfly
Strategy Mindset: MODERATELY BEARISH
Skill Level: ADVANCED
The Broken Wing Put Butterfly
The Broken Wing Put Butterfly is a Ratio put spread with the purchase of a lower strike put
to cap risk. The Bull Put Spread helps to pay for the Butterfly. This makes it possible to
open this position for a net credit. The drawback is that the risk is higher. This is more of a
directional tactic as you will want the price to decrease a bit but not beyond Strike 3. This
is an advanced tactic because it requires active mid-course guidance to expiration, it is very
hard to pin a price target and the risk is higher.

Commit Criteria
You have bearish sentiment with a defined price target based on fundamental and
technical analysis.
Top Gun Options Trade Principles
 Strike 4 at or near the money at opening.
 Strike 3 at or near price target.
 Strikes are equidistant apart.
 Select options less than 4 weeks from expiration.
 Collect premium if possible.
 Pay as little as possible.
Tactical Employment
 Buy one Put – Strike 1
 Skip a strike– Strike 2
 Sell two Puts – Strike 3
 Buy one Put – Strike 4
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Note: Options have same expiration month.
Maximum Profit
Maximum profit occurs if underlying at Strike 3 at expiration and is capped to one of the
following:
If opened for a debit:
 Strike 4 minus Strike 3 minus debit paid.
If opened for a net credit:
 Strike 4 minus Strike 3 plus premium received.
Maximum Risk
Maximum Loss is floored at one of the following.
If opened for a debit:
 Strike 2 minus Strike 1 plus debit paid.
If opened for a net credit:
 Strike 2 minus Strike 1 minus premium received.
Break Even
There are three potential B/E’s.
If opened for a net credit:
 Strike 2 minus net credit.
If opened for a net debit:
 Lower B/E is Strike 2 plus net debit.
 Upper B/E is Strike 4 minus net debit.
Mid-Course Guidance
Eject Criteria:
If opened for a debit:
 Maximum allowable loss is no more than 50% of maximum risk.
If opened for credit:
 Maximum allowable loss is no more than 50% of maximum risk.
OR
 Commit Criteria changes.
Profit Goal:
If opened for a net credit:
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50% of Maximum Profit.
After 50% of profit goal is achieved, manage actively to squeeze more gains
and reset Eject Criteria to the 25% profit point.

If opened for net debit:
 Profit goal no less than 50% of maximum profit.
 After 50% of profit goal is achieved, manage actively to squeeze more gains
and reset Eject Criteria to the 25% profit point.
Important Greeks
 “Theta”: Time decay is our ally.


“Vega”:
If our price target is good, decreasing implied volatility is our ally.
If our target price is off, decreasing volatility lowers our chance of reaching Strike 3
by expiration.

Exit Steps
Profit Goal or Eject Criteria reached, simultaneously:
 Sell to close one Put – Strike 1
 Buy to close two Puts – Strike 3
 Sell to close one Put – Strike 4
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Condor with Calls
Strategy Mindset: NEUTRAL
Skill Level: ADVANCED
The Condor with Calls
The Condor with Calls simultaneously runs a Bull Call and Bear Call Spread. The goal of
this tactic is to bracket a target within a price range and maximize the profit of both
spreads. Though it is a bit easier to define a price range for a stock than pin it with a
Butterfly, this is still an advanced tactic as you need to manage four separate options.
However the tradeoff is that it has less profit potential than a Butterfly.

Commit Criteria
The target is channeling and no events are expected to increase volatility for the duration
of the trade.
Top Gun Options Trade Principles
 Current stock price is between Strikes 2 and 3.
 Select options that are 1-4 weeks from expiration.
Tactical Employment
 Buy one Call – Strike 1
 Sell one Call – Strike 2
 Sell one Call – Strike 3
 Buy one Call – Strike 4
Note: Options have same expiration month.
Maximum Profit
Maximum profit occurs with target between Strike 2 and 3 at expiration.
 Profit is limited to Strike 3 minus Strike 2 minus debit paid.
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Maximum Risk
Maximum loss is limited to premium paid.
Break Even
There are two B/E’s:
Lower B/E:
 Strike 1 plus premium paid.
Upper B/E:
 Strike 4 minus premium paid.
Mid-Course Guidance
Eject Criteria:
 Maximum allowable loss of no more than 50% of debit paid.
OR
 Commit Criteria changes.
Profit Goal:
 Profit goal no less than 50% of maximum profit.
 After 50% of profit goal is achieved, manage actively to squeeze more gains and
reset Eject Criteria to the 25% profit point.
Important Greeks
 “Theta”: Time decay is our ally.


“Vega”
If our price range is good, decreasing implied volatility is our ally.
If our price range is off, decreasing volatility lowers our chance of reaching our price
range by expiration.

Exit Steps
Profit Goal or Eject Criteria reached, simultaneously:
 Buy to close the Calls at Strike 2 and 3.
 Sell to close the Calls at Strike 1 and 4.
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Condor with Puts
Strategy Mindset: NEUTRAL
Skill Level: ADVANCED
The Condor with Puts
The Condor with Puts simultaneously runs Bull Put and Bear Put Spread. The goal of this
tactic is to bracket a target within a price range and maximize the profit of both spreads.
Though it is a bit easier to define a price range for a stock than pin it with a Butterfly, this is
still an advanced tactic because you need to manage four separate options. However, the
tradeoff is that it has less potential profit than a Butterfly

Commit Criteria
The target is channeling and no events are expected to increase volatility for the duration
of the trade.
Top Gun Options Trade Principles
 Current stock price is between Strikes 2 and 3.
 Select options that are 1-4 weeks from expiration.
Tactical Employment
 Buy one Put – Strike 1
 Sell one Put – Strike 2
 Sell one Put – Strike 3
 Buy one Put – Strike 4
Note: Options have same expiration month.
Maximum Profit
Maximum profit occurs with target between Strike 2 and 3 at expiration.
 Profit is limited to Strike 4 minus Strike 3 minus debit paid.
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Maximum Risk
Maximum Loss is limited to premium paid.
Break Even
There are two B/E’s:
Lower B/E:
 Strike 1 plus premium paid.
Upper B/E:
 Strike 4 minus premium paid.
Mid-Course Guidance
Eject Criteria:
 Maximum allowable loss of no more than 50% of debit paid.
OR
 Commit Criteria changes.
Profit Goal:
 Profit goal no less than 50% of maximum profit.
 After 50% of profit goal is achieved, manage actively to squeeze more gains and
reset Eject Criteria to the 25% profit point.
Important Greeks
 “Theta”: Time decay is our ally.


“Vega”
If our price range is good, decreasing implied volatility is our ally.
If our price range is off, decreasing volatility lowers our chance of reaching the price
range by expiration.

Exit Steps
Profit Goal or Eject Criteria reached, simultaneously:
 Buy to close the Puts at Strike 2 and 3.
 Sell to close the Puts at Strike 1 and 4.
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Iron Condor
Strategy Mindset: NEUTRAL
Skill Level: ADVANCED
The Iron Condor
The Iron Condor simultaneously runs a Bull Put and Bear Call Spread. The goal of this
tactic is to bracket a target within a price range and keep the premium collected for both
spreads. Though it is a bit easier to define a price range for a stock than pin it with a
Butterfly, this is still an advanced tactic because you need to manage four separate options.
However, the tradeoff is that it is less potential profit than a Butterfly.

Commit Criteria
The target is channeling and no events are expected to increase volatility for the duration
of the trade.
Top Gun Options Trade Principles
 Current stock price is between Strikes 2 and 3.
 Select options that are 1-4 weeks from expiration.
Tactical Employment
 Buy one Put – Strike 1
 Sell one Put – Strike 2
 Sell one Call – Strike 3
 Buy one Call – Strike 4
Note: Options have same expiration month.
Maximum Profit
Maximum Profit is achieved if underlying is between Strikes 2 and 3 at expiration and is
limited to the premium received.
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Maximum Risk
Loss is limited to Strike 2 minus Strike 1 minus premium received.
Break Even
There are two B/E’s.
Lower:
 Strike 2 minus premium received.
Upper:
 Strike 3 plus premium received.
Mid-Course Guidance
Eject Criteria:
 Maximum allowable loss of no more than 50% of maximum risk.
OR
 Commit Criteria changes.
Profit Goal:
 50% of Maximum Profit.
 After 50% of profit goal is achieved, manage actively to squeeze more gains
and reset Eject Criteria to the 25% profit point.
Important Greeks
 “Theta”: Time decay is our ally.


“Vega”
If our price range is good, decreasing implied volatility is our ally.
If our price range is off, decreasing volatility lowers our chance of reaching the price
range by expiration.

Exit Steps
Profit Goal or Eject Criteria reached, simultaneously:
 Sell to close Put at Strike 1.
 Buy to close Put at Strike 2.
 Buy to close Call at Strike 3.
 Sell to close Call at Strike 4.
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Call Diagonal
Strategy Mindset: NEUTRAL to slightly BEARISH
Skill Level: ADVANCED
The Call Diagonal Spread
This is a two-part Calendar Spread that requires a neutral to slightly bearish Strategic
Mindset. It starts out as a Call Calendar Spread, and then at the expiration of the frontmonth Call you convert it to a Bear Call Spread. This spread can span several months to the
back-month option. This gives the trader the opportunity to sell several front-month
options prior to the expiration of the back-month.
Note: Front month refers to the option with the closest expiration. Back month refers to
the option with a later expiration date.

Commit Criteria
The target is channeling and minimal movement is expected prior to front-month
expiration. A bearish move is anticipated prior to the expiration of the back-month option.
While no bullish move back up is anticipated before expiration of back-month option.
Top Gun Options Trade Principles
 Pick a front-month strike that is above the current stock price.
 Front-month option must be no more than 30 days to expiration.
 Back-month option at least 30 days beyond front-month option.
 Pick a back-month strike that is higher than the front month.
Tactical Employment
Part 1:



Sell an out of the money front month Call – Strike 1
Buy a further out of the money back-month Call – Strike 2.
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Part 2:
 At the expiration of front-month Call, sell another Call at Strike 1 until you reach the
same expiration as the back month Call.
 The final setup is selling a Call at Strike 1 with the same expiration as the back-month
Call. The final month is a Bear Call Spread on the target.
Maximum Profit
Part 1: Until expiration of the final front-month option, maximum profit is attained with
target at or around Strike 1.
Part 2: Maximum Profit is attained if stock is at or below Strike 1 at expiration.
Profit is limited to the premium received for selling the front-month Calls minus the
premium paid to buy the back-month Call.
Note: Determining maximum profit is an imperfect science as it depends on the
performance of the back-month Call.
Maximum Loss
If opened for a net credit:
 Loss is limited to Strike 2 minus Strike 1 minus the net credit received.
If opened for a net debit:
 Loss is limited to Strike 2 minus Strike 1 plus the net debit paid
Break Even
There are too many variables to precisely determine the break-even.
Mid-Course Guidance
Eject Criteria:
 Maximum allowable loss is no more than 50% of estimated maximum loss.
OR
 Commit Criteria changes.
Profit Goal
 Profit goal no less than 50% of estimated maximum profit.
 After 50% of profit goal is achieved, manage actively to squeeze more gains and
reset Eject Criteria to the 25% profit point.
Continuation
 Reference part 2 of leg setup.
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Important Greeks
 “Theta”: Time decay is our ally because the front-month will decay faster than the
back-month. During the final month the effect of time decay becomes relatively
neutral.


“Vega”: The effect of implied volatility is mixed in this position. An increase in
implied volatility toward the expiration of the front-month will increase the premium
received for selling the next Call at Strike 1. Once legged into the final month Bear
Call Spread and if price range forecasted is correct, a decrease in implied volatility
will increase the chance that both options expire worthless.

Exit Steps
Profit Goal reached or Eject Criteria reached, simultaneously:
 Buy to close front-month Call.
 Sell to close back-month Call.
OR
 Let Bear Call Spread expire if both options are completely ITM and OTM.
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Put Diagonal
Strategy Mindset: NEUTRAL to slightly BULLISH
Skill Level: ADVANCED
The Put Diagonal Spread
This is a two-part Calendar Spread that requires a neutral to slightly bullish Strategic
Mindset. It starts out as a Put Calendar Spread and at the expiration of the final frontmonth Put, you convert it into a Bull Put Spread. This spread can span several months to
the back-month option. This gives the trader the opportunity to sell several front-month
options prior to the expiration of the back-month.
Note: Front month refers to the option with the closest expiration. Back month refers to
the option with a later expiration.

Commit Criteria
The target is channeling and minimal movement is expected prior to front-month
expiration. A bullish move is anticipated prior to the expiration of the back-month option.
While no bearish move back down is anticipated before the expiration of the back-month
option.
Top Gun Options Trade Principles
 Pick a front-month strike that is below the current target price.
 Front-month option must be no more than 30 days to expiration.
 Back-month option at least 30 days beyond front-month option.
 Pick a back-month strike that is less than the front month.
Tactical Employment
Part 1:
 Sell an out of the money front month Put – Strike 2
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Buy a further out of the money back-month Put – Strike 1.

Part 2:
 At expiration of front-month Put, sell another Put at Strike 2 until you reach the same
expiration as the back month Put.
 The final setup is selling a Put at Strike 2 with the same expiration as the back-month
Put. The final month is a Bull Put Spread on the target.
Maximum Profit
Part 1: Until expiration of the final front-month option, maximum profit is attained with
target at or around Strike 2.
Part 2: Maximum profit is attained with the stock price at or above Strike 2 at expiration.
Profit is limited to the premium received for selling the front-month Put minus the
premium paid to buy the back-month Put.
Note: Determining maximum profit is an imperfect science as it depends on the
performance of the back-month Put.
Maximum Loss
If opened for a net credit:
 Loss is limited to Strike 2 minus Strike 1 minus the net credit received.
If opened for a net debit:
 Loss is limited to Strike 2 minus Strike 1 plus the net debit paid
Break Even
There are too many variables to precisely determine the break-even.
Mid-Course Guidance
Eject Criteria:
 No more than 50% of estimated maximum loss.
OR
 Commit Criteria changes.
Profit Goal
 Profit goal no less than 50% of estimated maximum profit.
 After 50% of profit goal is achieved, manage actively to squeeze more gains and
reset Eject Criteria to the 25% profit point.
Continuation
 Reference part 2 of leg setup.
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Important Greeks
 “Theta”: Time decay is our ally because the front-month will decay faster than the
back-month. During the final month the effect of time decay becomes relatively
neutral.


“Vega”: The effect of implied volatility is mixed in this position. An increase in
implied volatility toward the expiration of the front-month will increase the premium
received for selling the next Put at Strike 2. Once legged into the final month Bull Put
Spread and if price range forecasted is correct, a decrease in implied volatility will
increase the chance that both options expire worthless.

Exit Steps
Profit Goal reached or Eject Criteria reached, simultaneously:
 Buy to close front-month Put.
 Sell to close back-month Put.
OR
 Let spread expire if both options are completely ITM or OTM.
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Reference: Top Gun Options Glossary
Big Picture: Analysis of the current investing landscape. Having the “Big Picture” means
we have a solid view of the macro and micro economic climate.
Commit Criteria: The justification for engaging a target in a trade. “Commit Criteria”
should be easily understood and explained in 1 – 3 sentences. It will be supported by the
“Big Picture”, our fundamental/technical analysis and the volatility of the targeted
underlying.
Contingency Plan: Pre-planned actions within a Trade Plan if our trading target becomes
“Non-Cooperative”.
Cooperative/Non-Cooperative: A target is considered “Cooperative” if it is performing as
expected with our “Commit Criteria”. If not, it is considered “Non-Cooperative”.
Discipline: The art of executing according to plan, leaving emotion and irrational thought
out of the decision making.
Eject Criteria: Pre-determined parameters within a Trade Plan that tells us to get out of
the trade immediately and preserve capital to trade another day.
Fox 3: A term used by fighter pilots when shooting the AIM-120 Advanced Medium Range
Air-to-Air Missile (AMRAAM). The AMRAAM is a missile that is initially guided from the
launch aircraft. After it has received enough information about the target it then becomes
self-directed to target intercept. This is what Top Gun Options is all about, providing
enough knowledge and information to traders so they too, can become self-directed in their
trading targets.
Investment Radar Scope: Our eyes, ears and mind. Once we have the “Big Picture” and
have established our “Strategic Mindset” we can employ our “Investment Radar Scope” to
find “Targets” that meet our “Commit Criteria”.
Mid-Course Guidance: Trade management. It includes a contingency plan, a profit target
and an Eject Criteria.
Re-Attack: Refers to engaging a target after ejecting from a trade or after a successful or
unsuccessful trade. If adjusting our “Strategic Mindset” and applying a different “Tactic”
meets our “Commit Criteria”, we can “Re-attack”.
Risk Management: The active mindset of identifying, assessing and implementing
appropriate risk controls into a trade plan. This includes having the discipline to make the
correct decision when risk parameters or contingency plan triggers are reached.
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SA – Situational Awareness: Refers to the level of how ones perception of reality mirrors
actual reality. Example: If an options trader buys a Call going into earnings and volatility is
coincidentally at all-time highs then ends up losing in the trade, the trader had low “SA” in
entering this trade. Experience, training, analysis and a good wingman add to a trader’s
ability to achieve and maintain a high level of “SA”.
Strategic Mindset: A trader’s opinion of the future of the narrow or broad economic
environment. It can also be applied to a single target. A “Strategic Mindset” can be Bullish,
Bearish, Neutral or Volatile. For instance, a trader may have a bearish “Strategic Mindset”
for the domestic markets, but maintain a bullish “Strategic Mindset” within the energy
sector.
Strategy: A plan of action to achieve investment goals. For instance, a trader's “Strategy”
may be to attain more income from their stock portfolio and their plan may be to employ
the covered Call tactic to collect premium.
Superior Execution: The end result of effective Discipline and Risk Management.
Tactic: A “Tactic” is the option position used to support the trader’s strategy. For instance:
If a trader has a speculative strategy, they could employ a deep in the money Call “tactic” on
a target that meets the bullish Commit Criteria to achieve their profit goals.
Tactical Employment: This is the leg set-up for the option tactic chosen to support a
trader’s strategy.
Target: The underlying that the options’ Tactic will be employed.
Trade Debrief: Conducted after closing every trade. It determines what went right, what
went wrong and how can we execute our next trade more profitably. We look at all aspects
of our Trade Plan. A Trade Debrief generally takes less than 5 minutes and is how we
rapidly improve our trading skills and maintain our trade Discipline.
Trade Plan: A complete step by step process for entering, managing and exiting a trade
position. It consists of: Target, Commit Criteria, Tactic, Tactical Employment, Mid-Course
Guidance and Exit Plan.
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Reference: Greeks Quick Reference Guide
The Greeks are also referred to as “Risk Metrics” as they tell us how options premiums will
react to market forces at a given point in time. The following is a quick reference to each of
the Greeks.
Delta: Measures the option premiums sensitivity to a one-dollar change in the price of the
underlying target.
 Call options have a positive Delta.
 Put options have a negative Delta.
 Delta gets larger the further ITM for a given strike.
 Delta gets smaller the further OTM for a given strike.
 Delta for an ATM strike is 0.5.
 Ex: The GOOG Mar 570 Call has a premium of 10.75 and a Delta of 0.46. If GOOG
goes up 1 dollar, the premium will be 11.21. If it goes down 1 dollar, the premium
will be 10.29.
 Ex: The GOOG Mar 570 Put has a premium of 14.90 and Delta of -0.54. If GOOG goes
down 1 dollar, the premium will be 15.44. If GOOG goes up 1 dollar the premium
will be 14.46.
 Delta value represents the performance of our option if we owned an equivalent number
of shares. Ex: If an option has an 86 Delta, it will return the same as owning 86 shares
of the underlying.
Gamma: A measure of the rate of change of Delta with a one-dollar change in the price of
the underlying target.
 Think of Gamma as the acceleration of Delta given a one-dollar change in the
underlying target.
 Gamma is highest for ATM strikes.
 Gamma decreases the further ITM or OTM of an option.
 Gamma is always positive.
 Gamma is important because it tells us how quickly our Delta will increase or
decrease.
Theta: The measure of time decay of an option for a one day move towards expiration.
 The closer to expiration the faster the rate of time decay.
 Time decay increases exponentially in the last 30 days of an option’s life.
 Time decay is greatest for ATM options.
 The further ITM or OTM the less the effect of time.
 Theta is an advantage for option sellers and a disadvantage for option buyers.
 Theta is always a negative number.
 Ex: If Theta is -0.45, then the option premium will decrease by 45 cents each day, all
other things remaining equal.
Vega: Measures the rate of change in an options premium given a 1-point change in
implied volatility.
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Vega is a part of time value.
Vega is greatest for ATM options and decreases further away from the money.
An increase in volatility will increase the value of both Calls and Puts.
A decrease in volatility will decrease the value of both Calls and Puts.
Ex: If Vega is equal to 0.15, then a one point increase or decrease in implied volatility
will increase or decrease the premium by 0.15.

Rho: Rho measures an options’ premium sensitivity to a 1% change in interest rates.
 Interest rates have a very small effect on the price of an option unless dealing with
very long dated options.
 In general, an increase in interest rates will increase the value of a Call and decrease
the value of a Put.
 Most option traders ignore the effect of Rho when picking options.
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